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Disclaimer: The information and opinions expressed in this Report are the views of GardaWorld and constitute a judgment 

as at the date of the Report and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions expressed in this Report 

have been formed in good faith on the basis of the best information and intelligence available at the time of writing, but no 

representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. GardaWorld accepts 

no liability arising out of or in connection with the comments made or the information set out in this Report and the reader is 

advised that any decision taken to act or not to act in reliance on this Report is taken solely at the reader’s own risk. In 

particular, the comments in this Report should not be construed as advice, legal or otherwise. 
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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 As the Mosul operation continues, there is a heightened risk of high-profile attacks in permissive areas across 

Iraq including Baghdad, Samarra, Diyala and the southern provinces, as IS retains intent to stoke sectarian 

tensions and force a redeployment of ISF resources away from Mosul.  This is underlined by recent VBIED 

attacks in Shia-dominated areas of Baghdad City as well as multiple lower level IEDs, especially in eastern 

Baghdad.  An increase in attacks can also be expected in eastern Anbar, in particular the cities of Ramadi and 

Fallujah, as evidenced by recent high-profile attacks in the region.   

 
 The security footprint and other local factors in the south, particularly in Baghdad, will severely constrain IS 

ability to mount sustained complex attacks of the sort seen in the north and the west of the country, though the 

threat from low-level IED and SAF attacks remains unaltered. There may be an increased level of ISF 

deliberate actions to disrupt and deter insurgent and criminal activity during the Mosul operation, especially in 

the northern areas of Baghdad province. 

 

Medium to long term outlook  
 

 In the absence of a concerted effort to engage radical tribes in Sunni dominated areas currently under IS 

control, it is possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points 

between radical Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  

Limited reporting has already pointed to displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. 

 
 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by the dispatch of large segments of 

the security forces to the frontlines up north.  Long-term tensions are also likely to be driven by the return of 

Shia militia factions likely expecting material and social rewards for the contribution in the national campaign 

against IS. 

 
 While the Mosul operation has refocused attention away from Abadi’s reform program, the risk of politically 

motivated demonstrations against corruption in front of government institutions remains extant. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Major Sadrist protests in Baghdad 
On February 8, Sadrist supporters staged a mass protest in the area of Hurriyah Square on the Karadah 

peninsula, demanding the formation of a new IHEC, with members not belonging to the parties represented in 

the government. They also accused the current IHEC of being ‘unprofessional’ and lacking transparency.  The 

protest was reported to have numbered in the thousands and remained peaceful.  ISF security measures were 

however put in place which saw the closure of several bridges linking east and West Baghdad and traffic 

restrictions on routes peripheral to the International Zone (IZ). 

 

On February 9, Sadr announced that further demonstrations would take place on February 10 & 11.  The event 

for the 10th would only involve Baghdad residents, while event on the 11th would involve a ‘million man protest’ 

drawing in protestors from across Iraq, both protests would be centred on Tahrir Square in the Rusafa district of 

east Baghdad.  The February 10 protest passed with no significant incidents, as with the protests on February 8, 

ISF imposed traffic restrictions, including closing of at least two of the bridges over the Tigris linking east to west 

Baghdad.   

 

The February 11 protest started during the morning, again in the area of Tahrir Square.  By midday the number 

of protestors had swelled to thousands.  Following addresses by Sadr, he instructed them to stage a sit in 

protest outside the IZ until sunset, but not to enter the IZ.  As protestors began to move to bridges over the 

Tigris, ISF were reported to have used tear gas to disperse them.  Clashes were then reported between ISF and 

protestors as they attempted to cross over into western Baghdad, unconfirmed reports claimed that ISF used live 

rounds and that three protestors had been killed and several injured.  Reports from mid-afternoon claimed that 

Sadr had instructed the protestors to withdraw, in order to prevent further casualties; he also stated that further 

protests would follow with a ‘stronger response’.  Separate unconfirmed reports also claimed that one police 

officer was killed and several injured when unknown gunmen in the crowd opened fire on them.         
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THREAT MAP 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Mosul Update 
 

Tactical situation 

Vice President Osama al-Nujaifi has visited areas within ISF-held east Mosul. However, other reporting from 

Mosul’s north/east bank continues to reflect the transition to an asymmetric/counter-insurgency (COIN) 

environment in ISF held areas. One ISF member was reportedly killed and two injured in an IED strike against 

their patrol in al-Rashidiya, in the north west of the city, and a senior ISF officer  was killed during a firefight with 

IS in Hadba district in the north. Two SVEST attacks have been reported, including one in a local restaurant, and 

IS have continued to inflict casualties with IDF and improvised drone attacks into north/east Mosul.  

 

ISF also reported the arrest of a three-man IS sleeper cell in the eastern Baker district, along with several cache 

finds throughout the city. Sixteen SVESTs, four VBIEDs and unspecified natures and quantities of weapons and 

ammunition were all seized or destroyed by ISF. 

 

ISF continue to consolidate and prepare for their advance into the south/west. A coalition airstrike on Mosul 

airport was reported, as was the arrival of ISF (Federal Police) elements near Abu Saif to its south. COMMENT: 

ISF will likely seek to secure Abu Saif and other approaches (principally Highway 1) to the south prior to 

commencement of any operations into the south of Mosul. The western approach (also Highway 1) is effectively 

canalised by surrounding hill features.  ISF may also task PMU with village clearances in mobility corridors 

between hill features on their western flanks, prior to any assault. COMMENT ENDS. In a media interview on 

February 08, Staff Lt Gen Abdul-Amir Yarallah stated that preparations for the liberation of western Mosul are 

now complete and that forces were awaiting the order from the prime minister to commence the operation. 

 

Airstrikes have continued around Mosul and Tal Afar, targeting IS logistics, command nodes and defensive 

positions. 

 

Captured IS documents show IS foreign fighter morale is weakening   

Recent statements by US officials point to what they claimed as evidence of decreasing morale in IS fighters in 

the Mosul area.   A US Pentagon statement released on February 8 cited documents recently captured from an 

IS base in Mosul.  According to the statement, the documents clearly show the declining morale of IS fighters in 

the city, with many claiming of illness or injury to avoid combat duties.  Colonel John Dorrian stated that foreign 

fighters in particular are losing morale and making excuses not to fight.  Dorrian added that other documents 

revealed that large numbers of foreign fighters want to leave the country, to either ‘transfer’ to Syria of simply go 

home.  At one IS base, five out of 14 records captured belonged to French citizens.  At another, 16 Russian and 

four French passports were found. There were also 20 blank Iraqi passports, suggesting that militants were 

forging them to leave the country.  As recently as last year, IS was still attracting about 2,000 foreign fighters per 

month to Iraq and Syria, but now the numbers are down to between 100 to 200, Dorrian said.  COMMENT:  ‘The 

captured documents have also prompted concerns that some fighters are indeed making their way back home. 

Of more than 4,000 foreign fighters who were believed to have come from nations within the European Union; 

about one third are now believed to have returned home, according to a recent report by the International Centre 

for Counterterrorism.’  COMMENT ENDS. 

 

PMU’s tasked with recapturing areas along the Syrian border Nineveh 

Shia-dominated Popular Mobilisation Units (PMU) will be tasked with recapturing areas along the Syrian border 

in the northern Nineveh Province as security forces prepare for a fresh offensive to recapture the western side of 

Mosul from IS, according to a statement on February 8 accredited to Faleh al-Fayyad, National Security Adviser 

in the Iraqi government and president of the PMU. Al-Fayyad stated that PMU together with other forces will take 

control of areas near the Syrian border after cutting off the road linking Mosul to Raqqa. Al-Fayyad also 

defended PMU against what he called ‘media agendas’ trying to distort the PMU's performance, claiming that 
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critics were against the idea that the Iraqi people should defend themselves.  State-run Iraqia News TV 

confirmed that PMU units will be in charge of areas near the Syrian border, noting that the Al-Abbas Brigade, a 

Shia militia force operating under the PMU umbrella, will also be involved in the offensive to drive IS from the 

western side of Mosul. 

 

US coalition provide anti-drone systems to Iraqi forces in Mosul  

The Iraqi Security Forces have asked the US-led coalition to provide them with anti-drone systems to protect 

their troops from IS bomb-dropping drones in the Mosul operation, according to media reports.  A subsequent 

US-led coalition statement said that Iraqi forces have been provided with a ‘DroneDefender’ and additional 

advanced anti-drone systems, in support of future operations in Mosul.  IS has claimed a total of 15 weaponised 

drone attacks since 4 February, mostly in Iraq, suggesting that the group is using the tactic more systematically 

in its operations.  Many of the IS reports posted on social media were accompanied by aerial-view images 

showing a small explosive device being dropped, apparently from an IS-operated drone, onto targets on the 

ground. The pictures included before and after shots to illustrate damage to the target. The majority of the 

explosive-bearing drones were used against Iraqi forces around Mosul; IS claimed a total of eight drone attacks 

on 5 February alone.  So far, the damage from these attacks appears to be limited according to the IS reports, 

which have mostly cited damage to military vehicles. However, in two cases near Mosul the group claimed that 

Iraqi soldiers were killed in a drone attack. Following the spike in IS's weaponised drone reports on 5 February, a 

pro-IS media group produced a propaganda ‘infographic’ which highlighted the attacks. COMMENT: ‘IS has only 

recently acknowledged its use of weaponised drones, although mainstream media had earlier reported their use 

by the group. While IS media outlets and its online supporters have portrayed the use of ‘drones’ as a significant 

development, in reality their impact on the battlefield is limited.  Of potentially more concern is the migration of 

such developments to attacks further afield. DroneDefender is a directed-energy unmanned aircraft (drone) 

countermeasure that disrupts the adversary's control of the drone.’  COMMENT ENDS. 

 

Mosul de-mining: $50m required 
A program to remove unexploded ordnance (UXO) and explosive remnants of war (ERW) in and around the city 

of Mosul could cost $50 million, UN officials said on February 7.  The UN Mine Action Service (UNMAS) had 

previously estimated costs for Iraq as a whole at $50 million this year, but said this could double because of 

Mosul.  Paul Heslop, chief of UNMAS program planning and management section stated that as a result of the 

assessed contamination in Mosul we will need $50 million for the city alone in addition to $50 million for the rest 

of the country.  Heslop stated that ‘clearing urban areas of contamination is more complex and dangerous than 

minefields. You need a higher level of technical skill and complex equipment and it’s slower. As areas are 

liberated, you get a better idea of the level of contamination.’  Heslop added that Iraq needs an Afghanistan-style 

(demining) operation, which at its peak about five years ago consisted of around 15,000 people.  COMMENT: 

‘Since 2015, UNMAS has cleared 390 priority locations in Fallujah and Ramadi in Anbar province, removing 

more than 2,600 explosive hazards from areas reclaimed from IS.’  COMMENT ENDS.     
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
Reporting outside of the Mosul operational area in this period has again been characterised by continued 

engagements in the east of Salah ad-Din, airstrikes and IDP flight in Hawijah, and an ISF operations in Diyala. 

 

An IS command node and tunnel system were destroyed and eleven militants killed in coalition airstrikes on 

Sartak village, Dibis district, in the north of Kirkuk province. To the south, a security force member was reportedly 

killed in an IS sharpshooter attack on the frontline near Daquq. Within the Hawija enclave, IS have also 

reportedly detained 400 civilians attempting to leave Hawija. A IS commander of Saudi nationality was reported 

killed in unknown circumstances, and two civilians were executed by IS for collaboration with ISF. Four militants 

were reportedly killed when two mortars landed near an IS held building. COMMENT: ‘A similar incident was 

reported on January 28; this may be an escalation of continuing popular reprisals, as security force action would 

likely have been announced through official channels. Regardless, the move to area effect weapons may 

highlight the extent to which the enclave has depopulated in recent weeks.’ COMMENT ENDS. 

 

IS have continued to mount attacks against ISF and PMU along the Hamrin mountains and the Ajleel oilfields in 

the east of Salah ad-Din. Near Samarra, south of Tikrit, the Ministry of Electricity has reported acts of sabotage 

on local infrastructure; ten high voltage electricity pylons were toppled using IEDs late on February 04.  
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COMMENT: ‘A similar tactic was seen in January in neighbouring Diyala province. This current attack is likely a 

response to recent operations against IS in the east of Salah ad-Din province.’ COMMENT ENDS. 

 

In Diyala, several fatal IED and SAF attacks were reported against civilians and PMU in Muqdadiyah, likely 

linked to ongoing ISF clearance operations in the province. 
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

Two ISF members were killed and two injured when a SVBIED detonated against a checkpoint on the main road 

between Fallujah and Ameriyat Fallujah on February 09. COMMENT: ‘This seems to highlight continued IS intent 

to conduct high profile attacks in Anbar’s main population centres, and the heightened risk against secondary or 

more accessible targets.’ COMMENT END. 

One civilian was reportedly killed and two others wounded in a booby-trapped house explosion in Fallujah 

district. COMMENT: ‘This is likely a legacy IED from the IS occupation; such incidents are less frequently 

reported following the start of extensive, ongoing EOD activity in Fallujah and Ramadi.’ COMMENT ENDS.  

In the Euphrates River Valley (ERV), ISF reported the foiling of a suicide attack against troops on the Haditha-

Bayji road. In what may be related reporting, IS has reportedly imprisoned 60 civilians in Anah following the 

disruption of a planned complex attack in Haditha. ISF are also understood to have safely disarmed 10 rockets 

set to be fired into Haditha district during a raid near al-Qadisiyah lake, 120km north west of Ramadi. Coalition 

and Iraqi airstrikes have also been reported in Al-Qaim, Anah and IS positions near Haditha. 

To the west, near Rutbah, an apparent firefight between ISF and IS resulted in the death of a 4-year old girl as 

she and her mother attempted to flee the area. In the same vicinity, two mass graves containing an unspecified 

number of shot and decapitated victims have discovered in Rutbah district, west of Ramadi. Reporting has 

stated that the dead were victims of IS. 
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

No significant attacks were reported in the capital during this period, though a threat warning issued by the US 

Embassy in Baghdad concerning a threat of high-profile attack against hotels frequented by westerners remains 

extant. Heightened security measures are understood to remain in place in city centre hotels. Other reporting in 

this period has been dominated by Sadrist protests activity on February 08, 10 and 11. (Latest Events ‘Political’ 

section refers.) 

 

Sixteen IED strikes were reported in this period, with daily IED activity and device lethality both increased at the 

start of the reporting period. Daily IED activity returned to normal levels within 72 hours.  COMMENT: ‘This initial 

spike in incidents and fatalities may point to a resupply to local cells. However, recent source reporting suggests 

local insurgent networks have been substantially degraded, and in line with assessments and previous spikes 

daily activity returned to a normal level of two to three daily incidents across the city and province. ’ COMMENT 

ENDS.  

 

The most significant attack was a VBIED on February 10 in Al Alam, West Rashid, that saw are five dead and 14 

wounded. ISF disarmed another device nearby on February 06. 

 

The recent spate of kidnappings (and rescues or releases) has continued, with three separate incidents reported 

in Mansour and south west Karada. 
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Capital Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

 
IED activity across the wider province has been in line with seasonal and recent norms.  
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 
Basra has against dominated southern reporting. As has already been reported, the Secretary-General of Iraq's 

Hezbollah, Basim al-Musawi was gunned down in Basra province on February 08. Local analysts have 

highlighted an increased risk of reprisal attacks, that may include SAF or even IED attacks, though these are 

likely to be targeted against specific individuals, and will likely occur in hours of darkness. In related reporting, 

there have been multiple accounts of SAF exchanges linked with tribal disputes occurring around Basra city. It 

has been suggested, though is currently unconfirmed, that al-Musawi’s killing was linked with a tribal dispute. 

 

In other activity, low-yield IEDs have target at least five businesses apparently considered to be ‘un-Isalmic’ 

though no casualties were reported as the attacks occurred after opening hours. 

 

Protests have also occurred in the city centre and near the port authority, over the composition of the IHEC and 

the controversial Khor Abdullah waterway agreement that critics say cedes Iraqi sovereignty of the border 

crossing to Kuwait.  

 

Elsewhere in the south, the main Baghdad-Badra route (HIGHWAY 6) was temporarily blockaded when 

hundreds of local farmers protested delays to government payments near al- Zubaidya, north of al-Kut in Wasit 

province. 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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